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Abstract Fast interplanetary shocks occurrence, their parameters, and drivers near Jupiter's orbit are
determined in this paper. It was found that 70% of the fast shocks are forward (FS) and 30% are reverse
(RS). Interplanetary coronal mass ejection‐driven FS occurmore frequently in all solar cycle phases except in
the declining phase, when corotating interaction region‐driven shocks predominate. Most of the shocks
were quasi‐perpendicularly (65° to 70°) propagating relative to the ambient interplanetary magnetic field.
The average shockmagnetosonic Mach number is slightly higher for FS (2.6) than for RS (2.4), which in turn
are stronger than shocks near 1 and 10 AU reported in previous works. This occurs because of the full
development of corotating interaction region shocks and higher occurrence of strong interplanetary coronal
mass ejections near 5 AU and that the magnetosonic speed at 5 AU has only 60% of its value at 1 AU.

Plan Language Summary Interplanetary shock waves are sudden variations in solar wind
plasma and magnetic field parameters. They propagate in the interplanetary space and have important
effects on planetary magnetospheres. For instance, shocks cause expansions and compressions of Jupiter's
magnetosphere and trigger its auroral emissions. In this work plasma and magnetic field data from
several spacecraft that crossed interplanetary space near Jupiter's orbit space are analyzed. A list of
interplanetary shocks is compiled, and their parameters and drivers are determined. It was found that
shocks at 5 AU have preferentially a quasi‐perpendicular propagation to the magnetic field direction and are
on average stronger than shocks observed near Earth's orbit.

1. Introduction

In the interplanetary space, a fast shock will form when the speed of its driver relative to the ambient solar
wind is higher than the fast magnetosonic wave speed (Vms) of the medium (Colburn and Sonnett, 1966;
Kennell et al., 1985; Tsurutani et al., 2011). The main interplanetary shock drivers are interplanetary coronal
mass ejections (ICMEs) or corotating interaction regions (CIRs), formed when fast streams overtake slower
solar wind (Burlaga, 1995; Tsurutani et al., 2011).

It is known that the structure of the solar wind changes between 1 and 5 AU (the orbit of Jupiter) and
beyond, including the development of CIR shocks from ~2–3 AU onward (Burlaga, 1995; Echer, 2019;
Gosling et al., 1976; Luhmman, 1995; Neugebauer, 2013; Richardson et al., 2008; Smith & Wolfe, 1976;
Smith, 1985). Further, the interplanetary shock and ICME characteristics also change with radial distance
(Gazis & Lazarus, 1983; Richardson, 2011; Richardson, 2014; Whang, 1991; Whang & Burlaga, 1999).
Interplanetary shocks, due to their important effects on space weather (Echer et al., 2004, 2005, 2008;
Huttunen & Koskinen, 2004; Kilpua et al., 2017; Tsurutani et al., 1988), have been extensively studied near
1 AU (Bavassano‐Cattaneo et al., 1986; Echer et al., 2003, 2004, 2011; Kilpua et al., 2015; Tsurutani & Lin,
1985). On the other hand, there have been fewer studies of shocks near 5 AU (Balogh et al., 1995; Echer,
Zarka, et al., 2010; Echer, Tsurutani, et al., 2010; González‐Esparza et al., 1996, 1998).

Such shocks are of interest because, although Jupiter's magnetosphere is largely controlled by its fast
rotation and internal plasma sources, it also responds partially to solar wind variations (Bagenal, 2007;
Khurana et al., 2004; Krupp et al., 2004). For example, solar wind dynamic pressure (Psw) variations cause
changes in the bow shock/magnetopause position (Ebert et al., 2014; Joy et al., 2002; McComas et al.,
2014), and interplanetary shock arrival can trigger UV and radio auroral activities (Clarke et al., 2009;
Echer, Zarka, et al., 2010; Hess et al., 2012, 2014, and references therein).

Therefore, it is the aim of the present paper to compile a list of interplanetary shocks near Jupiter's orbit (5
AU), and to study their parameters and possible drivers. In situ high‐resolution plasma and interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) data that crossed interplanetary space near Jupiter's orbit from 1973 to 2004 are used
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in this work. The results are compared with previous works analyzing interplanetary shocks at other
heliocentric distances.

2. Methodology and Data Analysis
2.1. Data Interval Selection

Solar wind data near Jupiter's orbit were selected from heliospheric distance range from 4.8 to 5.6 AU, and in
the heliolatitude range of ±10° in relation to the ecliptic plane. Available solar wind data from spacecraft in
these coordinates were downloaded through the Space Physics Data Facility at the Goddard Space Flight
Center/NASA (https://cohoweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/coho/). Data were selected only from spacecraft that have
simultaneously high resolution (~1 to 5 min) plasma and magnetic field data.

Table 1 shows the selected spacecraft intervals according to the above mentioned heliolatitude and distance
criteria. In this table, columns are selected intervals in year and day of year, the time of Jupiter closest
approach, the solar cycle phase of each interval, the periods excluded because the spacecraft were in the
Jupiter's magnetosphere, and the number of interplanetary shocks identified for each interval. Note that
Pioneer‐10, Voyager‐1, and Voyager‐2 made Jupiter flybys, while Ulysses orbited the Sun in a high‐
inclination orbit after an initial flyby (U_A interval), and then crossed the ecliptic plane near ~5 AU (but
far from Jupiter) on two other periods (U_B and U_C intervals).

2.2. Shock Analysis Methods

In this paper, the methodology of shock analysis follows that presented in previous works (Echer et al., 2003;
Echer, Zarka, et al., 2010; Echer, Tsurutani, et al., 2010, 2011; Echer, 2019). First, a list of shocks is compiled.
This was performed by looking at high‐resolution IMF and plasma data. Sudden variations in plasma and
field parameters are marked by hand and the event is classified as a discontinuity. When there is a positive
jump (in time) in all parameters (solar wind speed,Vsw, solar wind proton densityNp, solar wind proton tem-
perature Tp, and IMFmagnitude Bo) in the spacecraft frame, the discontinuity is classified as a potential fast
forward shock (FS). On the other hand, when there is a positive jump in Vsw, but negative jumps in Tp, Np,
and Bo, it is classified as a potential fast reverse shock (RS).

The shock ramp is delimited as an interval of about 5 to 10 min, when there is a sudden discontinuity in
plasma and field data. These parameters are averaged in upstream and downstream intervals of about 10
min around the shock ramp. In these intervals, careful analysis was made to eliminate periods with large
discontinuities or fluctuations that could contaminate shock normal analysis (Echer, Zarka, et al., 2010;
Echer, Tsurutani, et al., 2010, 2011; Tsurutani & Lin, 1985; Tsurutani et al., 2011).

After determining the averaged upstream and downstream plasma and field parameters, the shock normal is
calculated using the mixed‐mode technique (Abraham‐Shrauner, 1972; Abraham‐Shrauner & Yun, 1976;
Tsurutani et al., 2011; Tsurutani & Lin, 1985). This method employs both upstream (1) and downstream
(2) plasma and magnetic field vector data, and it has been found to give better results than the magnetic
coplanarity technique (Tsurutani & Lin, 1985).

After determining the shock normal, the angle θBn between it and the upstream IMF vector is determined.
Then shocks are classified as quasi‐parallel (θBn≤ 45°) or quasi‐perpendicular θBn > 45° propagating relative
to the upstream IMF vector. After, the magnetosonic Mach numberMms = Vs/Vms is computed, where Vs is
the shock speed along the shock normal relative to the upstream solar wind and Vms is the magnetosonic
speed, computed from the Alfven and sound speed and taking into account the shock normal angle θBn

Table 1
Spacecraft Data Intervals Selected Near Jupiter's Orbit

S/C Selected interval Solar cycle phase Jupiter closest approach Interval excluded N. shocks

Pioneer‐10 275/1973‐210/1974 Minimum 338/1973 (4 December 1973) 330‐356/1973 27
Voyager‐1 353/1978‐149/1979 Maximum 064/1979 (5 March 1979) 059‐081/1979 13
Voyager‐2 067/1979‐261/1979 Maximum 190/1979 (9 July 1979) 183‐215/1979 10
Ulysses (U_A) 330/1991‐117/1992 Maximum 039/1992 (8 February 1992) 033‐048/1992 15
Ulysses (U_B) 154/1997‐187/1998 Rising X X 30
Ulysses (U_C) 225/2003‐255/2004 Declining X X 53
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(for more details see Echer, Zarka, et al., 2010; Echer, Tsurutani, & Guarnieri, 2010, 2011; Tsurutani & Lin,
1985; Tsurutani et al., 2011). IfMms > 1, the discontinuity is classified as a shock and is kept in the final shock
list. Further, in order to characterize the shock strength, besides theMms, plasma density and IMF strength
downstream to upstream ratios, rN = N2/N1 and rB = B2/B1, are also computed.

To identify possible shock drivers, solar wind high‐resolution data plots are inspected by eye and the drivers
classified as ICME or CIR according to known criteria (Burlaga, 1995; Echer et al., 2008; Kilpua et al., 2017):
for ICMEs, some of the criteria are high values of magnetic field, low plasma Tp, and large‐scale rotation of
the field (for magnetic clouds, see Burlaga's book chapter 6); for CIRs, the occurrence of slow and fast solar
wind Vsw intervals is separated by a region of compressedNp and Bo (Smith, 1985). Further, the list of ICMEs
observed by Ulysses from Richardson (2014) work has been used to help to identify the shock drivers, espe-
cially for ICMEs that are not magnetic clouds. Shocks are then classified in FS ICME or CIR driven (ICME‐
FS and CIR‐FS) and RS ICME or CIR driven (ICME‐RS and CIR‐RS).

Figure 1 shows an example of interplanetary shock identification. Panels areVsw,Np, Tp, and Bo fromUlysses
first interval (U_A). The magnetic field data have a 1‐min resolution, while the plasma data have an ~5‐min
resolution. The interplanetary shock is identified with a vertical dotted line in all panels and by the “S” letter.
The upstream (1) and downstream (2) intervals selected to perform the shock analysis are marked with hor-
izontal bars and “U” and “D” letters, respectively. It can be seen that there is a strong jump in all parameters.
This shock occurred at ~03:00 UT on day 069/1992. It was a quasi‐perpendicular (θBn = 65°) and relatively
strong (rN = 1.7; rB = 2.2;Mms = 2.7) shock. This shock was driven by an ICME (ICME‐FS).

A list of all interplanetary shocks, containing its time of occurrence, observing spacecraft, the type of
shock (FS or RS), and calculated parameters: shock normal angle θBn, magnetosonic Mach number
Mms and compression ratios (plasma rN and field strength rB), is available on request to the author or
as supporting information. This list of shocks could be used in joint studies with other databases such
as the http://ipshocks.fi list (Kilpua et al., 2015).

3. Results

During the period of the analysis, 148 shocks have been identified: 46 RS (31%) and 102 FS (69%). In another
study of shocks at the ecliptic plane, also at 5 AU, focused on the post maximum solar cycle phase (2003–

Figure 1. Fast forward interplanetary shock observed during Ulysses first selected interval. The shock ramp (S), and the
upstream (U) and downstream (D) intervals are marked with dotted lines and with horizontal bars. This shock occurs at
~03:00 UT on 9 March 1992.
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2004), Echer, Zarka, et al. (2010) have found for a limited interval that
~72% of shocks were FS and ~28% were RS, which is also similar to the
results obtained in this paper. For comparison, at 1 AU, the proportion
of FS and RS was 88% to 10% in solar maximum and 66% to 33% in solar
minimum (Echer et al., 2003). Further, Kilpua et al. (2015), also at 1
AU, have observed that FS occurrence is higher than RS in all solar cycle
phases except at solar minimum: 76% of all analyzed shocks over the
whole 19‐year period were FS. At 10 AU (Echer, 2019), it was noted from
Voyager‐1 and Voyager‐2 (near solar maximum) data that there was an
occurrence of 75% of FS and 25% RS.

Based on the identification criteria for CIRs and ICMEs (outlined in
section 2), the solar wind plots were analyzed to identify the possible dri-
ver of each interplanetary shock. A small number of shocks (14 of 148, or
~10%) could not have their driver unambiguously identified, due to data
gaps or complex interplanetary structures.

From the remaining shocks, the number of shocks for each driver was
ICME‐FS, 52; ICME‐RS, 4; CIR‐FS, 42, and CIR‐RS, 36. It can be seen that
at 5 AU the vast majority of RS are driven by CIRs (~90%) with only a few
cases being ICME driven. These ICME associated RS could be driven by

speed difference between fast and slow solar wind plasma (Gosling et al., 1988) or by overexpansion of an
ICME (Gosling et al., 1994). On the other hand, FS have a more equal distribution between ICME (55%)
and CIR drivers (45%). Comparing with shock analysis results at 1 AU, Kilpua et al. (2015) have also found
that the overwhelmingly majority (~94%) of RS are driven by CIRs, while most (~72%) of FS were driven by
ICMEs. The difference in the FS drivers between 1 and 5 AU may be accounted because CIR shocks fully
develop after ~2–3 AU (Smith & Wolfe, 1976); thus, the number of CIR FS at 5 AU should be higher, as
observed in this work.

Another subject of interest regarding shock drivers is to study its solar cycle variation. The solar cycle phases
for each spacecraft are defined as shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the RS to FS ratio according to solar cycle
phase as well as the proportion of CIR‐FS to ICME‐FS‐driven shocks.

From Figure 2 it can be seen that FS are predominant over RS in all solar cycle phases. It can also be seen that
the relative proportion of RS to FS is higher at solar minimum and in declining phases. ICME‐FS occur more
often than CIR‐FS in all phases, with exception of the declining phase. The proportion of CIR‐FS to ICME‐FS
is higher at solar minimum and declining phases. This is in agreement to the expected effect of higher num-
ber of CIRs around these solar cycle phases. Kilpua et al. (2015) at 1 AU also found that FS dominate over RS
in all solar cycle phases except during solar minimum. Also, ICME‐driven shocks dominate in all phases,
except at solar minimum when CIRs are more important.

Figure 3 shows histograms for ICME‐FS, CIR‐FS, and CIR‐RS for θBn andMms. The average, standard devia-
tion, and median of the distributions are shown. As the number of ICME‐RS is too small, it is not possible to
derive their distribution. Their results however show that ICME‐RS are weaker on average (Mms = 1.8) than
other shock driver classes: Mms = 2.5 for ICME‐FS, Mms = 2.7 for CIR‐FS, and Mms = 2.4 for CIR‐RS.
Further, ICME‐RS are also less perpendicularly propagating (θBn = 55°) than other shocks (θBn = 66° for
ICME‐FS, θBn = 67° for CIR‐FS, and θBn = 66° for CIR‐RS).

It can be seen in the histograms in Figure 3 that most of all shocks (>80%) show quasi‐perpendicular propa-
gation. Further, more than 70% for all types of shocks have θBn> 60°. CIR‐RS show a larger number of quasi‐
parallel shocks (15% against ~10% for other cases). Shock normal angle ranges from 15° to 90° for FS and
from 7° to 90° for RS. Therefore, it is noted that shocks at 5 AU showmainly a quasi‐perpendicular propaga-
tion, with shock normal angle of about 66° (~70° in median) for all FS and RS. These results are similar to 1
AU results obtained by Bavassano‐Cattaneo et al. (1986), Neugebauer (2013), and Kilpua et al. (2015). In all
those studies it was observed that the shock normal angle distribution showed an increasing occurrence rate
of shocks for larger angles, that is, a higher number of quasi‐perpendicular shocks than quasi‐parallel
shocks. At 10 AU, Echer (2019) also found a predominance of quasi‐perpendicular shocks. This may

Figure 2. Distribution with solar cycle phase of the RS/FS (total) ratio and
the CIR‐FS/ICME‐FS ratio. RS = reverse shock; FS = forward shock; CIR
= corotating interaction region; ICME = interplanetary coronal mass
ejection.
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happen because IMF orientation is already on average ~45° to the radial distance at 1 AU and becomes more
tangential at the outer heliosphere, making shock normal more likely to be quasi‐perpendicular to the
ambient IMF direction. Further, it should be mentioned that is also possible there is a small effect due to
an identification bias, since perpendicular shocks have more clear jumps and are easier to spot than
quasi‐parallel ones (see Kilpua et al., 2015).

From Figure 3, it is seen that histograms forMms have a skewed to the right distribution, with few shocks at
extreme values. It also can be noted that Mms is slightly higher for ICME‐FS (2.5) and CIR‐FS (2.7) than for
CIR‐RS (2.4), similarly to what was noted in Echer, Zarka, et al. (2010) who have found for a limited interval
that FS had averageMms = 2.6, and RS hadMms = 2.4. In fact, theMms distribution from Figure 3 shows that
most shocks have values around Mms = 1.5–3.0 (71% of ICME‐FS, 62% of CIR‐FS, and 67% of CIR‐RS).

Regarding shock compression ratio, it has been observed that they are similar for all FS (ICME‐FS: rB = 2.3
and CIR‐FS, rB = 2.3; ICME‐FS: rN = 2.6 and CIR‐FS, rN = 2.5; and for CIR‐RS, rB = 2.2 and rN = 2.7). Their
histograms (not show due to space limitation) also presented a skewed to the right distribution similar to the
Mms distributions.

In order to compare shocks strength at different heliocentric distances, results at 1, 5, and 10 AU from dif-
ferent works (see Figure 4 caption) were averaged and shown in Figure 4. In the top panel are plotted the
average Mms for FS and RS, and in the bottom panel, the shock compression ratios rn and rB.

It can be seen that on average FS have higherMms than RS for all distances. Further,Mms increases from 1 to
5 AU and then declines to 10 AU. The same trend is noted when computing the plasma and magnetic field
compression ratio (bottom panel). Thus, these results show that, on average, shock strength increases from 1
to 5 AU and then decreases from 5 to 10 AU. Discussion about the possible causes of this behavior is pre-
sented in section 4.

Figure 3. Histograms of shock normal angle θBn (mixedmode, left column) and fast magnetosonic Mach NumberMms (right column) for ICME‐FS (top row), CIR‐
FS (middle row), and CIR‐RS (bottom row) column. RS = reverse shock; FS = forward shock; CIR = corotating interaction region; ICME = interplanetary coronal
mass ejection.
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Finally, correlations were calculated between several shock parameters (not shown due to space limita-
tions). It was found that the correlation between shock strength parameters and shock normal angles is
not significant, which implies that there is no clear relation between the shock being quasi‐parallel or
quasi‐perpendicular and its strength in this data set. Higher and significant correlations are found between
Mms and rB (0.64 for ICME‐FS, 0.81 for CIR‐FS). The correlations between shock rn and rB are r = 0.55 for
ICME‐FS, 0.55 for CIR‐FS, and 0.73 for CIR‐RS. This is expected since both plasma and field are compressed
in shocks.

4. Summary and Conclusions

A study of interplanetary shock parameters near Jupiter's orbit has been conducted in this work. It was noted
that there is a larger proportion of FS (70%) than RS (30%). Shock strength is slightly higher for FS (2.5‐2.7)
than for RS (2.4) but is higher than average shock strength at 1 or at 10 AU; most of shocks have quasi‐
perpendicular propagation angles (65–70°). Almost all (90%) RS are CIR driven, while 45% of FS are CIR
driven and 55% are driven by ICMEs. ICME‐driven FS have higher occurrence in all phases except in the
declining phase. CIR FS‐ and RS‐driven shocks occur preferentially around solar minima and declining
phases. Shock parameters show significant correlation only between compression ratios, and between
Mach number and magnetic field compression ratio.

Shock strength increasing from 1 to 5 AU and then leveling off afterwards has been previously observed
(Gazis & Lazarus, 1983; Luhmman, 1995; González‐Esparza et al., 1996; Hoang et al., 1995; Neugebauer,
2013). The reasons that the average shock strength is higher at 5 AU could be the decrease of Vms with
heliocentric distance from 1 to 5 AU and then leveling off from 5 to 10 AU (Echer, 2019), the full formation
of CIR shocks after ~2‐3 AU (Smith, 1985; Smith & Wolfe, 1976) and the fact that faster ICMEs have higher
probability to propagate to larger distances (e.g., Neugebauer, 2013). Also, after 5 AU, it is noted that shock
merging occurs more often and then shock strength can be reduced, as well as their occurrence rate
(Burlaga, 1995; Echer, 2019; Neugebauer, 2013).

These results are of interest for researchers working on interplanetary dynamics at different heliocentric dis-
tances and on solar wind‐Jupiter's magnetosphere coupling. They could be used to validate solar wind pro-
pagation models, for instance, mSWiM (Zieger & Hansen, 2008), comparing the predicted shock arrival time

Figure 4. Shock strength versus heliocentric distance. (top)Mms from Bavassano‐Cattaneo et al. (1986) and Kilpua et al.
(2015) for 1 AU, from this work for 5 AU and fromEcher (2019) for 10 AU. (bottom) rn and rB at 1 AU (Echer et al., 2003), 5
AU (this work), and 10 AU (Echer, 2019). Note that errors are not given as these values are taken from different works
and different databases.
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and strength with real data, and to study interplanetary shocks in other regions of the heliosphere. Further,
the results obtained in this paper are very important in the study of long‐term (several solar cycles) solar
wind Jupiter's magnetosphere coupling. This type of study could be conducted for example correlating the
shock occurrence, type (RS or FS) and parameters determined in this work, with radio and UV observations
of Jupiter's auroral activity, such as the Nançay radio data base (Marques et al., 2017), Hubble space tele-
scope UV observations (Clarke et al., 2009), as well as radio and UV observations from several spacecraft
(Voyager‐1, Voyager‐2, Galileo, Ulysses, Cassini, WIND, Stereo‐A, and Stereo‐B). Finally, these results
may be useful to compare with recent interplanetary and auroral data collected with Juno spacecraft.
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